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INTRODUCTION

Both the physical and the chemical aspects of fluid (or melt)
transport in the crust and upper mantle are strongly determined
by the distribution of the fluid phase in the host rock. Uniform
dispersal of a small amount of fluid on the scale of mineral
grains, for example, may tend to minimize the permeability of
the host rock, while at the same time leading to relatively ef-
fective chemical equilibration between the fluid and the indi-
vidual mineral grains. Localization of fluids on a scale
significantly larger than the grains may, in contrast, lead to
higher permeability but relatively ineffective chemical ex-
change.

The actual distribution of fluids in localized regions of the
deep crust and upper mantle is not directly observable, so our
conceptualizations of fluid distribution and behavior are often
poorly constrained. In general, our ideas are formed in one of
two ways: either they (1) conform to observations made on

ABSTRACT

Under conditions of mechanical equilibrium, the grain-scale distribution of fluid or melt in a litho-
logically complex system is governed by the relative energies of the mineral-fluid interfaces and the
grain boundaries. Accordingly, spatial changes in mineralogy imply accompanying changes in the con-
nectivity and even the amount of fluid (or melt) present at equilibrium. The hypothesized phenomenon
of local variation in fluid or melt abundance with spatial changes in mineralogy is referred to here as
lithologic partitioning of fluid or melt. The phenomenon is potentially important because it could lead
to the existence of highly permeable (or impermeable) zones in lithologically complex regions of the
crust and upper mantle.

To verify and evaluate the concept of lithologic partitioning of aqueous fluid, experiments were
conducted in simple analog systems by annealing juxtaposed cylinders of two different rock types at
700–925 °C and 1.0–1.5 GPa. These polycrystalline fluid partition couples included the following rock
pairs: calcite-fluorite, quartz-fluorite, and quartz-clinopyroxene, with overall aqueous fluid volume
fractions (φ) ranging from ~0.015 to 0.10. In calcite-fluorite couples, fluid is partitioned by a factor of
~1.5–5 into the fluorite (the actual value depends upon the chemical purity of the fluorite). In fluorite-
quartz couples, the fluid is partitioned into the quartz by a factor of 2–5, and in quartz-clinopyroxene
couples it is enriched in the clinopyroxene by a factor of ~3. Similar experiments were done in a par-
tially molten mantle system by juxtaposing peridotite and orthopyroxenite cylinders in the presence of
~6% basaltic melt. In this case, however, no preference of the melt for one host rock relative to the other
could be verified. In general, lithologic partitioning is a factor to be reckoned with as we seek under-
standing of fluid-related petrologic and geochemical phenomena: the effect is clearly capable of rapid
and significant re-distribution and localization of fluids in mineralogically variable systems.

rocks at the Earth’s surface; or (2) constitute manageable start-
ing points for certain types of physical models. Geochemical
studies of rocks in the field reveal that in some cases fluid flow
can be concentrated within specific units that are appropriately
thought of as metamorphic aquifers (e.g., Ferry 1988; see also
Kelemen et al. 1995 for a magmatic perspective). In a similar
vein, Ague (1995) has documented features indicating segre-
gation of metamorphic fluids at mid-crustal conditions into
cavities up to several centimeters in size. Mathematical treat-
ments of melt or fluid flow, in contrast, are commonly predi-
cated on the assumption of uniform, grain-scale dispersal of
fluid throughout the region of interest (e.g., Richter and
McKenzie 1984; McKenzie 1987). As different as they are,
these two images of fluid distribution (non-uniform vs. uni-
form) are not necessarily in conflictboth may be accurate
but applicable to different systems and circumstances. It is even
possible that a transition occurs during the evolution of a spe-
cific system from one type of fluid distribution to another. Given
the range of behavior possible for deep-seated geologic fluids,
there is a clear need for constraints on the processes and fac-
tors that lead to localization or dispersal of fluids and melts.

Experimental approaches can address some aspects of the*E-mail: watsoe@rpi.edu


